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Abstract. We give a sharp lower bound for the number of geometrically distinct con-
tractible periodic orbits of dynamically convex Reeb flows on prequantizations of symplectic
manifolds that are not aspherical. Several consequences of this result are obtained, like a new
proof that every bumpy Finsler metric on Sn carries at least two prime closed geodesics, mul-
tiplicity of elliptic and non-hyperbolic periodic orbits for dynamically convex contact forms
with finitely many geometrically distinct contractible closed orbits and precise estimates of
the number of even periodic orbits of perfect contact forms. We also slightly relax the hy-
pothesis of dynamical convexity. A fundamental ingredient in our proofs is the common
index jump theorem due to Y. Long and C. Zhu.
1. Introduction
The problem of the existence of periodic orbits on energy levels of Hamiltonian flows is
a long-standing question in Hamiltonian Dynamics. This problem traces back to Poincare´
and had a strong revival after the pioneering work of Rabinowitz [32, 33, 34] who proved the
existence of at least one periodic orbit on every starshaped energy hypersurface in R2n.
Rabinowitz’s work motivated the introduction of the Weinstein conjecture [42] which asks
the existence of a periodic orbit for every Reeb flow on a closed contact manifold and is one
of the most fundamental driving questions in Symplectic Topology. Although this conjecture
is open in general, several partial positive results have been achieved, in particular Taubes’
celebrated proof in dimension three [38].
A natural problem is what is beyond the Weinstein conjecture, namely, what one can say
about the number of geometrically distinct periodic orbits of Reeb flows besides the existence
of just one periodic orbit. As pointed out in [14], two complementary classes of contact
manifolds can be considered in this problem: those for which the rank of the contact or
symplectic homology groups grows as a function of the degree and those that do not have
such homological growth. (Naturally, we are considering here contact manifolds for which
some sort of nice symplectic or contact homology can be defined.)
The first group was considered in [25, 30] where the existence of infinitely many simple
closed orbits for every Reeb flow on these manifolds is proved. The main point is that
the contribution to the homology of the iterations of an isolated periodic orbit is uniformly
bounded with respect to the iteration. Therefore, the growth of the homology forces the
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existence of infinitely many simple orbits. These results were inspired by a classical result
due to Gromoll and Meyer [16] which establishes the existence of infinitely many prime closed
geodesics on a closed Riemannian manifold whose rank of the homology of the underlying
loop space grows with respect to the degree.
The second group is more involved since, without homological growth, we do have examples
of Reeb flows with finitely many simple periodic orbits. In this situation, the multiplicity of
periodic orbits resembles the Hamiltonian Conley conjecture (HCC) for Hamiltonian diffeo-
morphisms on closed symplectic manifolds where there is also no (Floer) homological growth.
The HCC states that every Hamiltonian diffeomorphism carries infinitely many simple peri-
odic points whenever the symplectic manifold satisfies some conditions. This conjecture was
proved by Salamon and Zehnder [37] for weakly non-degenerate Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms
on aspherical symplectic manifolds and by Hingston [20] for general Hamiltonian diffeomor-
phisms on the standard symplectic torus T 2n. These achievements culminate with Ginzburg’s
celebrated proof [10] of the HCC for general Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms on aspherical sym-
plectic manifolds (for generalizations of this result see [14] and references therein). However,
the HCC easily fails if we drop the assumption of asphericity: consider, for instance, an
irrational rotation on S2 which has only the poles as periodic points.
Similarly, the so called contact Conley conjecture (CCC) establishes that every Reeb flow
(possibly meeting some extra natural conditions) on a contact manifold has infinitely many
simple closed orbits whenever the contact manifold meets some conditions. With this conjec-
ture in mind, our second group of contact manifolds naturally splits in two subgroups: the
one given by contact manifolds that satisfy the CCC and the other for which the CCC fails.
In order to study these two subgroups, let us consider a prequantization M2n`1 of a closed
symplectic manifold pB,ωq with contact structure ξ satisfying c1pξq “ 0. This can be con-
sidered as a prototypical example of a contact manifold with no homological growth. As a
matter of fact, its contact homology is given by copies of the singular homology of the basis
with a shift in the degree; see [2].
Under some mild extra assumptions, it was proved in [15] that the Reeb flow of an index-
admissible contact form on M carries infinitely many simple closed orbits whenever ω van-
ishes on pi2pBq. (Recall that a non-degenerate contact form α is index–admissible if its Reeb
flow has no contractible closed orbit with Conley–Zehnder index 2 ´ n or 2 ´ n ˘ 1 (this
is the natural condition to have a well defined cylindrical contact homology). In general, α
is index–admissible when there exists a sequence of non-degenerate index–admissible forms
C1-converging to α.) This furnishes a partial positive answer to the CCC for these prequan-
tizations, showing that the first subgroup is not empty.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that the CCC fails when we drop the assumption
that ω is aspherical, as the example of the irrational ellipsoid shows. More generally, every
prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold admitting a Hamiltonian circle action with
finitely many fixed points does not satisfy the CCC and all these symplectic manifolds are
necessarily not aspherical.
The purpose of this paper is to address the multiplicity problem of closed orbits on pre-
quantizations when the basis is not aspherical and therefore the CCC can fail. In order to
attack this problem, we will consider dynamically convex contact forms as defined in [1] (see
Definition 2.1). This definition generalizes the classical notion of convexity for spheres in
R2n to general contact manifolds in a homological fashion. Our main result is Theorem 2.2
which establishes a sharp lower bound for the number of geometrically distinct contractible
periodic orbits of dynamically convex contact forms on suitable prequantizations. Several
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consequences of this result and its proof are obtained, like a new proof that every bumpy
Finsler metric on Sn carries at least two prime closed geodesics (Corollary 2.16), existence
and multiplicity of elliptic and non-hyperbolic periodic orbits for dynamically convex contact
forms with finitely many geometrically distinct contractible closed orbits (Theorems 2.17 and
2.18) and precise estimates of the number of even periodic orbits for perfect contact forms
(Theorem 2.21). Finally, we show in Theorem 2.23 that the hypothesis of dynamical convexity
in Theorem 2.2 can be slightly relaxed.
Organization of the paper. The results are stated in Section 2. In Section 3 we review
the basic background on index theory and contact homology used in this work. Section 4
presents the common index jump theorem due to Long and Zhu which is a crucial tool in the
proof of our main theorem, established in Section 5. Section 6 gives the proofs of Theorems
2.17 and 2.18. Finally, Theorem 2.21 is proved in Section 7.
Acknowledgements. We thank IMPA and IST for the warm hospitality during the prepa-
ration of this work. We are grateful to Viktor Ginzburg, Basak Gurel and Jean Gutt for
useful conversations regarding this paper. Part of these results were presented by the first
author at the Workshop on Conservative Dynamics and Symplectic Geometry, IMPA, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, August 3–7, 2015 and by the second author at the Contact and Symplectic
Topology Session of the AMS-EMS-SPM Meeting, Porto, Portugal, June 10–13, 2015. They
thank the organizers for the opportunity to participate in such wonderful events.
2. Statement of the results
2.1. Main result. Let pM, ξq be a contact manifold such that its first Chern class c1pξq
vanishes as an element of H2pM,Rq. Assume that ξ supports an index-admissible contact
form and consider the cylindrical contact homology HC˚pξq with rational coefficients and
graded by the Conley-Zehnder index. Cylindrical contact homology has a natural filtration
in terms of the free homotopy classes of the periodic orbits and we will denote by HCa˚pξq
the homology generated by closed orbits with free homotopy class a. Given a periodic orbit
γ we denote by µ´CZpγq (resp. µ`CZpγq) a lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous extension of
the Conley-Zehnder index to degenerate periodic orbits as defined in [1]; see Section 3. The
following definition was introduced in [1] and generalizes the notion of dynamical convexity
for tight contact forms on S3 introduced in [21]. For a better explanation and motivation of
this definition, we refer to [1]. In this work, we will consider a slightly weaker definition in
the non-degenerate case. Recall that a non-degenerate periodic orbit is good if its index has
the same parity of the index of the underlying simple closed orbit; see Section 3.3.
Definition 2.1. Let k´ “ inftk P Z;HCkpξq ‰ 0u and k` “ suptk P Z;HCkpξq ‰ 0u.
A contact form α is positively (resp. negatively) dynamically convex if k´ is an integer
and µ´CZpγq ě k´ (resp. k` is an integer and µ`CZpγq ď k`) for every periodic orbit γ
of Rα. Similarly, let a be a free homotopy class in M , k
a´ “ inftk P Z;HCak pξq ‰ 0u and
ka` “ suptk P Z;HCak pξq ‰ 0u. A contact form α is positively (resp. negatively) a-dynamically
convex if ka´ is an integer and µ´CZpγq ě ka´ (resp. ka` is an integer and µ`CZpγq ď ka`) for
every periodic orbit γ of Rα with free homotopy class a. If α is non-degenerate we consider
only good closed orbits.
In this work we will call a contact form α just dynamically convex if it is either positively
or negatively dynamically convex. There are tons of examples of dynamically convex contact
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forms, see [1] and the discussion below (in particular, as mentioned in the introduction,
contact forms induced on convex spheres in R2n are dynamically convex but there are several
others).
The following theorem is our main result and addresses the multiplicity problem of closed
orbits for dynamically convex contact forms on prequantizations of symplectic manifolds that
are not aspherical. In the statement, cB :“ inftk ą 0; DS P pi2pBq such that xc1pTBq, Sy “ ku
denotes the minimal Chern number of the symplectic manifold B and χpBq is its Euler
characteristic.
Theorem 2.2. Let pM2n`1, ξq be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq
such that c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0, ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0 and cB ě n. Let α be a 0-dynamically convex contact
form supporting ξ. Then the following assertions hold:
(A) Suppose that χpBq ‰ 0. Then the Reeb flow of α carries at least two geometrically
distinct contractible periodic orbits.
(B) Suppose, if cB “ n, that HkpB;Qq “ 0 for every odd k. If α is non-degenerate then its
Reeb flow carries at least rB geometrically distinct contractible periodic orbits, where
rB is the total rank of H˚pB;Qq.
Remark 2.3. The hypothesis of dynamical convexity can be slightly relaxed; see Section 2.4.
The hypotheses on χpBq and H˚pB;Qq are probably just technical and should be relaxed.
Remark 2.4. The assumption cB ě n can be replaced by the hypothesis that the Robbin-
Salamon index of the smallest contractible multiple of the orbits of the circle action on M
is bigger than or equal to 2n or less than or equal to ´2n; see Section 5. One can check
that this hypothesis ensures that M admits index-admissible contact forms. Consequently,
its cylindrical contact homology is well defined. This hypothesis enters in the proof of the
theorem in several ways and we do not know so far how to relax this.
Remark 2.5. The condition on c1pξq is equivalent to the monotonicity of B on pi2pBq, that is,
c1pTBq|pi2pBq “ λω|pi2pBq for some λ P R. It is easy to see that if λ ą 0 (resp. λ ă 0) then k0´ is
an integer and k0` “ 8 (resp. k0´ “ ´8 and k0` is an integer). Thus, we have positive (resp.
negative) 0-dynamical convexity when B is positive (resp. negative) monotone. Although
there is no known example of a not aspherical positive monotone symplectic manifold with
cB ą n ` 1, there are plenty of examples of negative monotone symplectic manifolds with
arbitrarily high minimal Chern number; see [29, pages 429-430].
Remark 2.6. This result is sharp in the non-degenerate case in any dimension as the examples
of the irrational ellipsoid and the Katok-Ziller Finsler metrics show; see Remark 2.14 below.
These examples also show that the first statement of the theorem is sharp in dimension three,
though so far no degenerate example with finitely many closed orbits is known.
Remark 2.7. In dimension three M has to be S3 or a lens space and the theorem follows from
the general result, proved in [5], that every Reeb flow on a closed 3-manifold carries at least
two simple closed orbits.
Remark 2.8. As it is well known, a rigorous construction of cylindrical contact homology
has foundational transversality issues which we expect to be solved with the ongoing work
on polyfolds of Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [22, 23, 24]; see also the recent work of Pardon
[31]. However, the proof of Assertion B works in a straightforward way for (the positive
part of the) S1-equivariant symplectic homology SH`,S1pM, ξq introduced by Bourgeois and
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Oancea [4] whenever the isomorphism (5.1) holds for SH`,S1pM, ξq. This is the case, for
instance, if B admits a Morse function admitting only critical points with even index (see
[18]) and this is enough for the main applications in this work (indeed, one can check that
this condition holds when M is given by the standard contact sphere S2n`1 or the unit sphere
bundle S˚Sn`1; see [1]). The definition of equivariant symplectic homology usually requires
a symplectic filling of M but, as explained in [4, Section 4.1.2], this filling is not necessary if
every contractible periodic orbit γ of α satisfies µCZpγq ` n´ 2 ą 1. By dynamical convexity
and our assumptions, this condition is fulfilled by α if n ą 1 (assuming that α is positively
dynamically convex and that the lower bound for the index of the closed orbits holds for every
contractible closed orbit, good or not); when n “ 1 the prequantization M must be S3 or a
lens space and in this case, as already observed, the theorem follows from the general fact
that every Reeb flow on a closed 3-manifold carries at least two closed orbits.
The proof of Assertion A should also work with SH`,S1pM, ξq. The only necessary ingre-
dient is a local version of equivariant symplectic homology similar to the one constructed in
[25] for contact homology. In fact, we use only the Morse inequalities, resonance relations and
the fact that the local homology of an SDM is concentrated in the highest degree; see Section
5 for details. Curiously, in the proof of Assertion A we do not have to use [11, Theorem 1.2]
which establishes that, under some assumptions on M , the presence of a simple SDM forces
the existence of infinitely many simple closed orbits.
Examples of contact manifolds satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 that will be partic-
ularly interesting for us are given by the standard contact sphere S2n`1 and the sphere bundle
S˚Sn`1 of Sn`1, with n ě 1, endowed with the standard contact structure induced by the Li-
ouville form on T ˚Sn. Indeed, S2n`1 is the prequantization of CPn and S˚Sn`1 is the prequan-
tization of G`2 pRn`2q, where G`2 pRn`2q is the Grassmannian of oriented two-planes in Rn`2
(see [1]). A computation shows that cCPn “ n` 1, cG`2 pRn`2q ě n (more precisely, cG`2 pR3q “ 2
and cG`2 pRn`2q “ n for n ą 1), dimH˚pCPn,Qq “ n ` 1, dimH˚pG
`
2 pRn`2q,Qq “ 2ptn2 u ` 1q
and HkpG`2 pRn`2q,Qq “ 0 for every odd k, where, for a given c P R, tcu :“ maxtk P Z; k ď cu.
Thus, we obtain the following immediate corollaries.
Corollary 2.9. Let α be a dynamically convex contact form on the standard contact sphere
S2n`1 with n ě 1. Then the Reeb flow of α carries at least two simple closed orbits. Moreover,
if α is non-degenerate then it carries at least n` 1 simple periodic orbits.
The first statement generalizes a classical result due to Ekeland and Hofer [9] which estab-
lishes that every convex hypersurface in R2n, n ě 2, has at least two geometrically distinct
closed characteristics. The second statement was proved before by Gutt and Kang [19] and
generalizes a result due to Long and Zhu [28]. It must be mentioned here that a crucial
ingredient in our proofs, as well as in [19], is the common index jump theorem due to Long
and Zhu [28]; see Section 4.
Corollary 2.10. Every 0-dynamically convex contact form α on S˚Sn`1 endowed with the
standard contact structure has at least two simple closed orbits. Moroever if α is non-
degenerate then it has at least 2ptn2 u` 1q simple periodic orbits.
Remark 2.11. The hypothesis of dynamical convexity in Corollaries 2.9 and 2.10 can be
slightly relaxed; see Section 2.4.
As an application, consider a Finsler metric F on Sn. Denote by K the flag curvature of
F and let λ be its reversibility. As observed in [1], the pinching condition p λλ`1q2 ă K ď 1
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implies that the contact form corresponding to F (whose Reeb flow is the geodesic flow) is
0-dynamically convex. Therefore, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.12. Let F be a Finsler metric on Sn`1, n ě 1, satisfying the pinching condition
p λλ`1q2 ă K ď 1. Then F has at least two prime closed geodesics. Moreover, if F is bumpy
then it carries at least 2ptn2 u` 1q prime closed geodesics.
The first assertion follows from a more general result due to Duan and Long [7]. The second
assertion was proved by Wang [40].
Remark 2.13. The number 2ptn2 u ` 1q coincides with the number of prime periodic orbits of
the examples due to Katok-Ziller [43] of Finsler metrics on Sn`1 with finitely many prime
closed geodesics (these examples have constant flag curvature equal to one). Motivated by
these examples, Anosov conjectured in 1974 that every Finsler metric on Sn`1 has at least
2ptn2 u ` 1q prime closed geodesics. The second assertion of the previous corollary, due to
Wang, proves partially this conjecture.
Remark 2.14. The irrational ellipsoid and the examples of Katok-Ziller mentioned in the
previous remark show that Corollaries 2.9 and 2.10 are sharp.
Now, let us notice that a simple observation shows that Theorem 2.2 gives a lower bound for
the number of simple periodic orbits of non-degenerate contact forms without the hypothesis
of dynamical convexity. Indeed, let us recall that a contact form is called perfect if it is non-
degenerate and its differential in contact homology vanishes. (Here we can tacitly consider the
contact homology filtered by some free homotopy class.) This means that every good periodic
orbit is homologically necessary. Clearly, from the very definition, every perfect contact form
is dynamically convex.
A non-degenerate contact form is geometrically perfect if the Conley-Zehnder index of every
good periodic orbit has the same parity. (As before, we can tacitly consider only periodic
orbits in a fixed free homotopy class.) Obviously, a geometrically perfect contact form is
perfect. Note that a non-degenerate contact form carrying only one simple contractible closed
orbit is geometrically perfect (considering the contact homology generated by contractible
orbits). In particular, it is 0-dynamically convex. Thus, arguing by contradiction, we obtain
the following result.
Corollary 2.15. Let pM2n`1, ξq be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq
such that c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0, ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0 and cB ě n. Moreover, if cB “ n suppose that
χpBq ‰ 0. Then every non-degenerate contact form on M has at least two geometrically
distinct contractible closed orbits.
In particular, we conclude the following corollary proved before by Duan and Long [6] and
Rademacher [35]:
Corollary 2.16. Every bumpy Finsler metric on Sn carries at least two prime closed geodesics.
2.2. Multiplicity of elliptic and non-hyperbolic periodic orbits. The proof of Theorem
2.2 has the following byproducts concerning the existence and multiplicity of elliptic and
non-hyperbolic closed orbits when the contact form has finitely many geometrically distinct
contractible closed orbits. Recall that a closed orbit is elliptic (resp. hyperbolic) if every
eigenvalue of its linearized Poincare´ map has modulus equal to (resp. different from) one.
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Theorem 2.17. Let pM2n`1, ξq be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq
such that c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0, ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0 and cB ě n. Let α be a 0-dynamically convex contact
form supporting ξ with finitely many geometrically distinct contractible closed orbits. Then
the Reeb flow of α carries at least one elliptic contractible periodic orbit.
Theorem 2.18. Let pM2n`1, ξq be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq
such that c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0, ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0 and cB ě n. Assume that n is odd and that HkpB;Qq “
0 for every odd k. Let α be a non-degenerate 0-dynamically convex contact form supporting
ξ with finitely many geometrically distinct contractible closed orbits. Then the Reeb flow of α
carries at least rB geometrically distinct non-hyperbolic contractible periodic orbits.
By the discussion above we get the following corollary which generalizes previous results
due to Long and Zhu [28] and Wang [39, 41].
Corollary 2.19. Let α be a dynamically convex contact form on S2n`1 or S˚Sn`1. Suppose
that α carries finitely many simple closed orbits. Then it carries at least one elliptic closed
orbit. Moreover, if α is non-degenerate and n is odd then it has at least n ` 1 geometrically
distinct non-hyperbolic closed orbits.
Remark 2.20. The hypothesis of dynamical convexity in Theorems 2.17 and 2.18 and in
Corollariy 2.19 can be slightly relaxed; see Section 2.4.
2.3. Multiplicity of periodic orbits for perfect Reeb flows. To the best of our knowl-
edge, so far all the known examples of Reeb flows on prequantizations with finitely many
simple closed orbits are dynamically convex and carry exactly rB closed orbits. Therefore,
we can ask the following
Question: Let M be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq such that
ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0. Is it true that a contact form on M carries either rB or infinitely many simple
closed orbits?
It is unknown even for S3 and in this case this is a problem raised by Hofer, Wysocki
and Zehnder [21]. The so called contact Hofer-Zehnder conjecture establishes that a Reeb
flow with a homologically unnecessary periodic orbit carries infinitely many simple closed
orbits [17]. Clearly, a non-degenerate contact form that is not dynamically convex has a
homologically unnecessary periodic orbit. Therefore, one can hope that a contact form that
is not dynamically convex carries infinitely many simple closed orbits. (We stress the fact
that such a result is far from being known.) Consequently, one can weaken the first question
in the following way:
Question: Let M be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq such that
ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0. Is it true that a dynamically convex contact form on M carries either rB or
infinitely many simple closed orbits?
This is true for the tight S3 due to the seminal work of Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [21].
It should be mentioned here that, to the best of our knowledge, in all the known examples of
prequantizations M2n`1 admitting contact forms with finitely many simple closed orbits the
basis is not negative monotone and has minimal Chern number cB less than or equal to n`1.
Thus, it is conceivable that if B is negative monotone or cB is big enough then we actually
have infinitely many orbits. Indeed, in view of the resemblance with the Hamiltonian Conley
conjecture mentioned in the introduction, the HCC holds for negative monotone symplectic
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manifolds [13] and it is conjectured that if cB is big enough (e.g. cB ą 2n) then the HCC
holds for B [14].
These two questions seem to be pretty hard and completely out of reach so far. A possibly
more feasible question is the following. As mentioned before, a perfect contact form is dy-
namically convex. There is no known example of a perfect contact form with infinitely many
simple closed orbits. Therefore we can ask the following, which is a sort of very weak version
of the second question:
Question: Let M be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq such that
ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0. Is it true that a perfect contact form on M carries exactly rB simple closed
orbits?
When M “ S3 this is true due to the work of Bourgeois, Cieliebak and Ekholm [3]. The
next result gives a partial positive answer to this question. It was proved for the standard
contact sphere by Gutt and Kang [19]. Before we state this, let us recall that a simple periodic
orbit γ is even if µCZpγq and µCZpγ2q have the same parity, that is, the even iterates of γ are
good orbits.
Theorem 2.21. Let pM2n`1, ξq be a simply connected prequantization of a closed symplectic
manifold pB,ωq such that c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0, ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0 and cB ě n. Moreover, if cB “ n
suppose that HkpB;Qq “ 0 for every odd k. Then the Reeb flow of a perfect contact form
supporting ξ carries exactly rB simple even periodic orbits.
Remark 2.22. It was proved by Gurel in [17] that if cB ą n then a perfect contact form carries
at most rB simple even periodic orbits. Moreover, she showed that if cB “ n then a perfect
contact form has at most rB ` 2 simple even periodic orbits. Thus, the previous theorem
improves her bounds when cB “ n.
It would be interesting to remove the word “even” in the previous statement. This would
give a positive answer to the previous question under the assumptions of Theorem 2.21.
2.4. The hypothesis of dynamical convexity. Although the hypothesis of dynamical
convexity is important in the proofs of our results, it is probably just technical and should
be relaxed (see the discussion in the beginning of the previous section). In fact, the proof of
Theorem 2.2 shows that we can slightly relax this hypothesis and gives the following result.
Assertion (B) was proved by Gutt and Kang [19] when M is the standard contact sphere.
Theorem 2.23. Let pM2n`1, ξq be a prequantization of a closed symplectic manifold pB,ωq
such that c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0. Suppose that ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0, cB ě n and that HkpB;Qq “ 0 for every
odd k. Let α be a contact form supporting ξ such that every contractible periodic orbit γ of α
satisfies µ´CZpγq ě n. Then the following assertions hold:
(A) If n ‰ 2 then the Reeb flow of α carries at least two geometrically distinct contractible
periodic orbits. The same is true when n “ 2 provided that M admits a strong
symplectic filling pW, ω˜q such that ω˜|pi2pW q “ c1pTW q|pi2pW q “ 0 and that pi1pMq is
torsion free.
(B) If α is non-degenerate then its Reeb flow carries at least rB geometrically distinct
contractible periodic orbits.
Remark 2.24. The hypothesis on M when n “ 2 in Assertion A is due to the use of [11,
Theorem 1.2]. It is necessary only when cB ą n.
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Remark 2.25. The hypothesis µ´CZpγq ě n can be replaced by the condition µ`CZpγq ď ´n.
Theorem 2.23 follows directly from the proof of Theorem 2.2; see Remarks 5.7 and 5.16.
In a similar fashion, the hypothesis of dynamical convexity in Theorems 2.17 and 2.18 can be
also relaxed by the assumption that every contractible closed orbit γ satisfies µ´CZpγq ě n.
3. Basic background on Contact Homology and Index Theory
In this section we will present the basic background used in this work concerning the index
of periodic orbits and contact homology.
3.1. The Conley-Zehnder index for paths of symplectic matrices. Let Pp2nq be the
set of paths of symplectic matrices Γ : r0, 1s Ñ Spp2nq such that Γp0q “ Id, endowed with the
C1-topology. Consider the subset P˚p2nq Ă Pp2nq given by the non-degenerate paths, that is,
paths Γ P Pp2nq satisfying the additional property that Γp1q does not have 1 as an eigenvalue.
Following [37], one can associate to Γ P P˚p2nq its Conley-Zehnder index µCZpΓq P Z uniquely
characterized by the following properties:
‚ Homotopy: If Γs is a homotopy of arcs in P˚p2nq then µCZpΓsq is constant.
‚ Loop: If φ : R{ZÑ Spp2nq is a loop at the identity and Γ P P˚p2nq then µCZpφΓq “
µCZpΓq ` 2µMaslovpφq, where µMaslovpφq is the Maslov index of φ.
‚ Signature: If A P R2nˆ2n is a symmetric non-degenerate matrix with all eigenvalues
of absolute value less than 2pi and Γptq “ exppJ0Atq, where J0 is the canonical complex
structure in R2n, then µCZpΓq “ 12SignpAq.
There are different extensions of µCZ : P˚p2nq Ñ Z to degenerate paths in the literature.
In this work we will use the Robbin-Salamon index µRS : Pp2nq Ñ 12Z defined in [36] and
lower and upper semicontinuous extensions denoted by µ´CZ and µ
`
CZ respectively. The later
are defined in the following way: given Γ P Pp2nq we set
(3.1) µ´CZpΓq “ sup
U
inftµCZpΓ1q | Γ1 P U X P˚p2nqu
and
(3.2) µ`CZpΓq “ infU suptµCZpΓ
1q | Γ1 P U X P˚p2nqu,
where U runs over the set of neighborhoods of Γ. The index µ´CZ coincides with the one
defined in [27, Definition 6.1.10]. We have the relations
(3.3) µ´CZpΓ´1q “ ´µ`CZpΓq
and
(3.4) µ`CZpΓq “ µ´CZpΓq ` νpΓq
for every Γ P Pp2nq, where νpΓq is the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue one of
Γp1q. Indeed, the first equality follows immediately from the fact that if Γ P P˚p2nq then
µCZpΓ´1q “ ´µCZpΓq and the second one is a consequence of [27, Theorem 6.1.8].
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3.2. The Conley-Zehnder index of periodic Reeb orbits. Let γ be a periodic orbit of
the Reeb vector field Rα and let Φt : ξpγptqq Ñ R2n be a symplectic trivialization of ξ over γ.
Using this trivialization, the linearized Reeb flow furnishes the symplectic path
(3.5) Γptq “ Φpγptqq ˝ dφtαpγp0qq|ξ ˝ Φ´1pγp0qq,
where φtα is the Reeb flow of α. In this way, we have the indexes µRSpγ; Φq, µ´CZpγ; Φq
and µ`CZpγ; Φq which coincide with µCZpγ; Φq if γ is non-degenerate, that is, if its linearized
Poincare´ map does not have one as eigenvalue. It turns out that the parities of the Conley-
Zehnder indexes of the even/odd iterates of a periodic orbit are the same, that is,
µ˘CZpγ2j ; Φ2jq ” µ˘CZpγ2k; Φ2kq and µ˘CZpγ2j´1; Φ2j´1q ” µ˘CZpγ2k´1; Φ2k´1q mod 2 @ j, k P N,
see [27] and (3.3). The mean index of γ is defined as
∆pγ; Φq “ lim
kÑ8
1
k
µ´CZpγk; Φkq.
This limit exists. In fact, following [26, 27], one can associate to Γ Bott’s index function
B : S1 Ñ Z which satisfies the following properties:
(a) µ´CZpγk; Φkq “
ř
zPS1; zk“1 Bpzq for every k P N (Bott’s formula).
(b) The discontinuity points of B are contained in σpPγq XS1, where Pγ is the linearized
Poincare´ map of γ and σpPγq is its spectrum.
(c) Bpzq “ Bpz¯q for every z P S1.
(d) The splitting numbers S˘pzq :“ limÑ0`Bpe˘izq ´ Bpzq depend only on Pγ and
satisfy
(d1) 0 ď S˘pzq ď νpzq for every z P σpPγq X S1, where νpzq is the geometric multi-
plicity of z;
(d2) S˘pzq “ S¯pz¯q for every z P S1.
(d3) If Pγ is given by a symplectic sum P1 ‘ P2 then the corresponding splitting
numbers satisfy S˘pzq “ S˘1 pzq ` S˘2 pzq for every z P S1.
(d4) If Pγ is the identity then S
˘p1q “ n.
For a definition of B and a proof of these properties we refer to [26, 27]. It follows from Bott’s
formula that
lim
kÑ8
1
k
µ´CZpγk; Φkq “
1
2pi
ż
S1
Bpzq dz.
This shows, in particular, that the mean index is well defined. The mean index is continuous
with respect to the C2-topology in the following sense: if αj is a sequence of contact forms
converging to α in the C2-topology and γj is a sequence of periodic orbits of αj converging
to γ then ∆pγjq jÑ8ÝÝÝÑ ∆pγq [37]. It is well known that the mean index satisfies the inequality
(3.6) |µCZpγ˜; Φq ´∆pγ; Φq| ď n
for every closed orbit γ and non-degenerate perturbation γ˜ of γ. (To be precise, Φ defines
in a natural way a trivialization of ξ over γ˜, that we also denote by Φ, which is unique up
to homotopy.) Moreover, if γ is weakly non-degenerate (that is, if σpPγq ‰ t1u) then the
inequality above is strict. By [27, Theorem 6.1.8] we also have the relation
(3.7) |µCZpγ˜; Φq ´ µ´CZpγ; Φq| ď νpγq,
where νpγq is the nullity of γ, that is, the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue one of Pγ ;
see (3.4).
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If we choose another trivialization Ψt : ξpϕptqq Ñ R2n over γ then we have the relations
µ˘CZpγ; Ψq “ µ˘CZpγ; Φq ` 2µMaslovpΨt ˝ Φ´1t q.
In particular, the parity of the index does not depend on the choice of the trivialization.
If γ is contractible, there is a way to choose the trivialization Φ unique up to homotopy if
c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0. In fact, consider a capping disk of γ, that is, a smooth map σ : D2 Ñ M ,
where D2 is the two-dimensional disk, such that σ|BD2 “ γ. Choose a trivialization of σ˚ξ
and let Φ be its restriction to the boundary, which gives a trivialization of ξ over γ. Since D2
is contractible, the homotopy class of Φ does not depend on the choice of the trivialization of
σ˚ξ. Moreover, the condition c1pξq|pi2pMq “ 0 ensures that the homotopy class of Φ does not
depend on the choice of σ as well.
3.3. Contact homology. Cylindrical contact homology is an invariant of the contact struc-
ture introduced by Eliashberg, Givental and Hofer [8] that we will now very briefly recall.
Let α be a non-degenerate contact form supporting ξ, that is, such that every closed orbit is
non-degenerate. A periodic orbit of α is called good if its index has the same parity of the
index of the underlying simple closed orbit (as noticed before, the parity of the index does
not depend on the choice of the trivialization of ξ). A periodic orbit that is not good is called
bad. Consider the chain complex CC˚pαq given by the graded group with coefficients in Q
generated by good periodic orbits of Rα graded by their Conley-Zehnder indexes (throughout
this paper we are not using the standard convention where the grading of contact homology is
given by the Conley-Zehnder index plus n´ 2). The differential is defined counting holomor-
phic cylinders asymptotic to periodic orbits in the symplectization of M . Clearly, the chain
complex depends on α but it turns out that, under suitable transversality assumptions, the
corresponding homology HC˚pαq is an invariant of the contact structure (see Remark 2.8).
There are two natural filtrations in cylindrical contact homology in terms of the action
and the free homotopy classes of the periodic orbits. More precisely, let Aαpγq :“
ş
γ α be
the action of a periodic orbit γ and take a real number T ą 0. Consider the chain complex
CCa,ăT˚ pαq (resp. CCa,ďT˚ pαq) generated by good periodic orbits of Rα with free homotopy
class a and action less than (resp. less than or equal to) T . This is a subcomplex of CC˚pαq
and its corresponding homology is denoted by HCa,ăT˚ pαq (resp. HCa,ďT˚ pαq). Given T 1 ą T ,
the complex CCa,ďT˚ pαq is a subcomplex of CCa,ăT 1˚ pαq and therefore we can consider the
homology of the quotient CCa,ăT
1
˚ pαq{CCa,ďT˚ pαq denoted by HCa,pT,T
1q
˚ pαq. The filtered
contact homology does depend on α. However, given another non-degenerate contact form
α1 and T, T 1 P R we have that HCa,pT,T 1q˚ pαq – HCa,pT,T
1q
˚ pα1q if there exists a family of
contact forms αs, s P r0, 1s, such that α0 “ α, α1 “ α1 and T, T 1 R Σpαsq for every s, where
Σpαsq :“ tAαspγq; γ is a periodic orbit of αsu is the action spectrum of αs. This enables us
to define the filtered contact homology HC
a,pT,T 1q
˚ pαq of a possibly degenerate contact form α
as HC
a,pT,T 1q
˚ pα1q whenever T, T 1 R Σpαq, where α1 is a non-degenerate C8-perturbation of α.
Let bai “ dimHCai pξq be the i-th Betti number and assume that there exist integers i´
and i` such that bai is finite for every i ď i´ and i ě i`. Under this assumption the
positive/negative mean Euler characteristic is defined as
(3.8) χa˘pξq “ lim
jÑ8
1
j
jÿ
i“|i˘|
p´1qiba˘i
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provided that this limit exists.
3.4. Local contact homology. An important tool throughout this paper is local contact
homology introduced in [25]. These homology groups are building blocks for the global contact
homology and its definition goes as follows. As in the global case, we will be very sketchy
and we refer to [25] for details. Let α be any contact form representing ξ and γ a (possibly
degenerate) isolated closed orbit of α. Consider a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood
U – BˆS1 of γ, where B Ă R2n is a ball, and write γ “ ψk, where ψ is the underlying simple
closed orbit. Let α1 be a non-degenerate C8-perturbation of α. The local contact homology
HC˚pγq is given by the chain complex generated by the good periodic orbits of α1 in U with
homotopy class krψs, where rψs is the homotopy class of ψ in U . The differential counts
holomorphic cylinders asymptotic to these orbits in the symplectization of U with respect to
a suitable almost complex structure J . It turns out that the corresponding homology does
not depend on the choices of U and J and it is invariant by isolated deformations of γ, see
[25].
Let us summarize here some properties of HC˚pγq that will be useful in this work and
whose proofs can be found in [25]. Suppose that every periodic orbit of α with free homotopy
class a is isolated. Given T P Σpαq there exists  ą 0 such that
HC
a,pT´,T`q
˚ pαq –
à
γ
HC˚pγq,
where the sum runs over all the periodic orbits γ of α with free homotopy class a and action
T . For a non-degenerate periodic orbit γ we have that
HC˚pγq “
#
Q if ˚ “ µCZpγq and γ is good
0 otherwise.
For a general closed orbit γ, it follows immediately from (3.6), (3.7) and the definition of local
contact homology that
(3.9) HCkpγq “ 0 whenever k R r∆pγq ´ n,∆pγq ` ns X rµ´CZpγq, µ´CZpγq ` νpγqs.
The local Euler characteristic of γ is defined as
χpγq “
ÿ
iPZ
p´1qi dimHCipγq.
The sum above is finite. The local mean Euler characteristic of γ is defined as
χˆpγq “ lim
mÑ8
1
m
mÿ
k“1
χpγkq.
The limit above exists and is rational. In fact, it is proved in [12] that the sequence k ÞÑ χpγkq
is periodic. Thus, if we denote by p its period we have that
χˆpγq “ 1
p
pÿ
k“1
χpγkq.
Suppose now that α has finitely many simple closed orbits γ1, . . . , γq with negative/positive
mean index and free homotopy class a (simple here means that γj is not a non-trivial covering
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of a periodic orbit ψ with free homotopy class a). Then, as proved in [12], the corresponding
limit in (3.8) exists and it is proved in [25] that
(3.10)
qÿ
j“1
χˆpγjq
∆pγjq “ χ
a˘pξq.
Remark 3.1. Although the precise statement in [25] is not for a fixed free homotopy class, the
proof goes in a straightforward way to show the resonance relation (3.10).
3.5. Strongly degenerate maximum. We say that an isolated closed orbit γ is a strongly
degenerate maximum (SDM) if ∆pγq P 2Z and HC∆pγq`npγq ‰ 0. It follows from the strict
inequality in (3.6) for weakly non-degenerate periodic orbits that γ must be totally degenerate,
that is, σpPγq “ t1u. Although we will not use this in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we should
mention that the importance of an SDM comes from [11, Theorem 2] which states that, under
some assumptions on M , the presence of a simple SDM forces the existence of infinitely many
simple closed orbits.
In this work we will use the following properties of an SDM whose proofs can be found
in [11]. Firstly, that if γ is an SDM then its local contact homology is concentrated in
degree ∆pγq ` n. More precisely, we have that HC∆pγq`npγq – Q and HCkpγq “ 0 for every
k ‰ ∆pγq ` n. Secondly, that a totally degenerate closed orbit γ is an SDM if and only if γk
is an SDM for some k P N.
Finally, an isolated closed orbit γ is a strongly degenerate minimum (SDMin) if ∆pγq P 2Z
and HC∆pγq´npγq ‰ 0. The SDMin has similar properties to those of an SDM. In particular,
its local contact homology is concentrated in degree ∆pγq´n and a totally degenerate closed
orbit γ is an SDMin if and only if γk is an SDMin for some k P N; see [11].
4. The common index jump theorem
The common index jump theorem (CIJT) proved by Long and Zhu [28] will be a crucial
ingredient in this work. Roughly speaking, this theorem establishes that given a finite collec-
tion of periodic orbits γ1, . . . , γq with positive mean index there are arbitrarily large iterates
of these orbits whose indexes jump a common interval of degrees whose size depends on a
lower bound for the indexes of γ1, . . . , γq. Moreover, the theorem provides precise estimates
of the indexes and nullities of these iterates.
In what follows, we will use several definitions and notation from Section 3.2. Before we
state the theorem, let us recall that given a periodic orbit γ its elliptic height epγq is defined
as the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalues of Pγ in the unit circle. In the
statement, recall that given c P R we define tcu “ maxtk P Z; k ď cu.
Theorem 4.1 (Common index jump theorem [28]). Let γ1, . . . , γq be closed orbits with posi-
tive mean index. Define J “ t1, . . . , qu and let Pγj be the linearized Poincare´ map of γj. Fix
N0 P N and q P N such that qθ{pi P Z whenever eiθ is an eigenvalue of Pγj such that θ{pi P Q
for every j P J . There exist N “ kN0 for some k P N and mj P N for each j P J such that
(4.1) νpγjq “ νpγ2mj´1j q “ νpγ2mj`1j q,
(4.2) µ´CZpγ2mj´1j q “ 2N ´ µ´CZpγjq ´ 2S`j p1q,
(4.3) µ´CZpγ2mj`1j q “ 2N ` µ´CZpγjq,
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(4.4) µ´CZpγ2mjj q ě 2N ´
epγjq
2
ě 2N ´ n,
and
(4.5) µ´CZpγ2mjj q ` νpγ2mjj q ď 2N `
epγjq
2
ď 2N ` n,
for every j P J , where epγjq is the elliptic height of γj and S`j p1q is the splitting number of
the eigenvalue one of Pγj . Moreover, given an arbitrarily small  ą 0 one can choose mj of
the form
(4.6) mj “
ˆZ
N
q∆pγjq
^
` δj
˙
q
such that
(4.7)
ˇˇˇˇ
N
q∆pγjq ´
Z
N
q∆pγjq
^
´ δj
ˇˇˇˇ
ă  ,
where δj P t0, 1u.
Remark 4.2. Although the statement of the CIJT in [28] does not contain explicitly the as-
sertions (4.6) and (4.7), these follow directly from the proof, see [40, Theorem 3.8]. Moreover,
it also follows from the proof of the CIJT that given δ ą 0, mj can be chosen such that
min
"
mjθi,j
pi
´
Z
mjθi,j
pi
^
, 1´
ˆ
mjθi,j
pi
´
Z
mjθi,j
pi
^˙*
ă δ .
for every j P J and every eigenvalue e?´1θi,j , θi,j P r0, 2piq, of the linearized Poincare´ map of
γj with absolute value equal to 1.
5. Proof of the Main Theorem
Along the proof we will use several ideas from [40]. Firstly, notice that it is enough to
consider the case that α is positively 0-dynamically convex. Indeed, using (3.3) and (3.4) one
can check that the same argument applies mutatis mutandis to the case that α is negatively
0-dynamically convex; see Remark 5.17. Thus, we will consider only the positive mean Euler
characteristic χ0`pξq defined in Section 3.3 and omit the subscript ` in the notation.
Let β be the contact form on M whose Reeb vector field Rβ generates a free circle action
with minimal period normalized equal to one. Let ϕ be a simple closed orbit of Rβ. Since
ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0, there exists a minimal k0 P N such that ϕk0 is contractible. The cylindrical
contact homology of pM, ξq for contractible orbits is given by
(5.1) HC0˚pξq – ‘kPNH˚´kI`npB;Qq ,
where I :“ µRSpϕk0q is the Robbin-Salamon index of ϕk0 , see [2]. Hence, the minimal degree
k0´ with nonzero contact homology is given by k0´ “ I ´ n. It is easy to see that I is an even
number greater than or equal to 2cB, see [1]. Our hypotheses imply that
I ě 2n and k0´ “ I ´ n ě n .
In what follows, a closed orbit means a contractible closed orbit and a simple closed orbit
means the smallest contractible multiple of a simple (not necessarily contractible) closed orbit
unless it is explicitly stated.
Assume that α has finitely many simple closed orbits and let P “ tγ1, . . . , γqu be the set
of simple orbits with positive mean index and J “ t1, . . . , qu. Given N0, q and  ą 0, we can
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apply the CIJT to γ1, . . . , γq and get natural numbers pN,m1, . . . ,mqq satisfying (4.1), (4.2),
(4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7). Theorem 2.2 from [28] tells us that
(5.2) νpγmj q ´ epγjq2 ď µ
´
CZpγm`1j q ´ µ´CZpγmj q ´ µ´CZpγjq , @ m P N , j P J .
Under our hypotheses, this implies the following monotonicity property:
(5.3) µ´CZpγm`1j q ´ µ´CZpγmj q ě k0´ ´ n ě 0 , i.e. µ´CZpγm`1j q ě µ´CZpγmj q , @ m P N , j P J .
The following lemma will be a keystone in the proof of our main theorem.
Lemma 5.1. N0, q and  can be chosen such that there exists j P J with HC2N`npγ2mjj q ‰ 0.
Proof. Let us start with the following sublemma.
Sublemma 5.2. We have that
qÿ
j“1
mjχˆpγjq “ Nχ0pξq “ p´1qnNχpBq
I
.
Proof. Since I is even, it is easy to see from (5.1) that
χ0pξq “ p´1qnχpBq
I
,
which proves the second equality. To prove the first equality, recall from Section 3.4 that the
sequence k ÞÑ χpγkj q is periodic and, denoting by pj its period, we have that
χˆpγjq “ 1
pj
pjÿ
k“1
χpγkj q.
In the CIJT, choose N0 to be a multiple of I, q to be a common multiple of p1, . . . , pq and
 ą 0 such that  ă 1{|řqj“1 qχˆpγjq|. Using the resonance relation (3.10) and the fact that
mj satisfies (4.6), we have that
Nχ0pξq “
qÿ
j“1
Nχˆpγjq
∆pγjq
“
qÿ
j“1
χˆpγjq
ˆZ
N
q∆pγjq
^
` δj
˙
q`
qÿ
j“1
χˆpγjq
ˆ
N
q∆pγjq ´
Z
N
q∆pγjq
^
´ δj
˙
qlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
ρj
“
qÿ
j“1
mjχˆpγjq `
qÿ
j“1
χˆpγjqρj .
But by our choices of N0, q and  we have that Nχ
0pξq P Z, mjχˆpγjq P Z for every j P J and
|řqj“1 χˆpγjqρj | ă 1. Hence,
Nχ0pξq “
qÿ
j“1
mjχˆpγjq .

We will also need the following Morse inequalities. Recall that an isolated periodic orbit γ
is called homologically visible if HC˚pγq does not vanish.
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Proposition 5.3. Let α be a contact form on M with finitely many simple closed orbits. If
α is non-degenerate, suppose that every good closed orbit γ satisfies µCZpγq ě n; otherwise,
assume that every periodic orbit γ satisfies µ´CZpγq ě n. Then every homologically visible
periodic orbit of α has positive mean index. Moreover, we have the Morse inequalities
ck ´ ck´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ cn ě b0k ´ b0k´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ b0n
for every k ě n, where ci :“ řqj“1 řmě1 dimHCipγmj q and b0i :“ dimHC0i pξq.
Proof. Let us prove the first assertion of the proposition. Arguing by contradiction, suppose
that there exists a closed orbit γ¯ such that ∆pγ¯q ď 0 and HC˚pγ¯q ‰ 0. Note that γ¯ must be
degenerate. As a matter of fact, if γ¯ is non-degenerate we would have a strict inequality in
(3.6) and hence µCZpγ¯q ă n. This contradicts our hypothesis, since γ¯ is homologically visible
and therefore good. Thus, we can assume that every closed orbit γ satisfies µ´CZpγq ě n which
implies, in particular, that ∆pγ¯q “ 0. By the very definition of µ´CZpγ¯q, every periodic orbit
in a non-degenerate perturbation of γ¯ has index bigger than or equal to n. On the other
hand, by (3.6) every periodic orbit in a non-degenerate perturbation of γ¯ has index less than
or equal to n. Therefore, every non-degenerate periodic orbit that comes from a bifurcation
of γ¯ must have index equal to n. In particular, since γ¯ is homologically visible, we conclude
that HCnpγ¯q ‰ 0 which implies that γ¯ is an SDM and consequently γ¯m is an SDM for every
m P N.
Denote by Σpαq the action spectrum of α, let T R Σpαq and take a non-degenerate C8-
perturbation α1 of α such that α1 has no periodic orbit with index less than n and action
less than T . The existence of α1 is ensured by our hypotheses. It follows from the long exact
sequence for the filtered contact homology of α1 and standard arguments that for a given
k ě n we have
(5.4) cTk ´ cTk´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ cTn ě b0,Tk ´ b0,Tk´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ b0,Tn
where
cTi :“
ÿ
γ contractible
ApγqăT
dimHCipγq and b0,Ti :“ dimHC0,ăTi pα1q “ dimHC0,ăTi pαq
and we are using the fact that α1 has no periodic orbit with index less than n and action less
than T (see [25] for details). In particular, we have
cTn`1 ´ cTn ě b0,Tn`1 ´ b0,Tn .
Since there are finitely many simple closed orbits, we have that there exists B ą 0 such
that cTn`1 ă B for every T (notice that only periodic orbits with positive mean index may
contribute to cTn`1). By the existence of γ¯, we conclude that given C ą 0 there exists T 1 ą 0
such that cTn ą C for every T ą T 1. Thus, given D ą 0 there exists T 1 ą 0 such that
b0,Tn ą D
for every T ą T 1. But this is impossible and consequently the first assertion is proved. Indeed,
if the last inequality holds then we could take suitable multiples α1 :“ C1α and α2 :“ C2α
such that α1 “ f1β and α2 “ f2β, where β is the contact form on M that generates the circle
action and fi : M Ñ R, i “ 1, 2, are smooth functions such that f1pxq ă 1 and f2pxq ą 2
for every x P M . Using a sandwich argument (see, for instance, [1]) we would conclude that
HC0,Tn pβq has arbitrarily high rank if T is taken sufficiently big. But a computation (in fact,
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essentially the same computation used to prove the isomorphism (5.1)) shows that this is
impossible.
To prove the last assertion of the proposition, notice that fixed k there exists T ą 0 such
that cTi “ ci for every i ď k, because every homologically visible periodic orbit has positive
mean index. Moreover, it turns out that one can choose T such that b0,Ti “ b0i for every i ď k;
see [25, Lemma 7.8]. (The statement of [25, Lemma 7.8] is only for degrees bigger than n
(observe that the contact manifold in [25] has dimension 2n ´ 1 and the grading of contact
homology is given by the Conley-Zehnder index plus n ´ 3) but the proof can be readily
adapted in our context for degrees bigger than or equal to n since every periodic orbit of α1
that comes from a bifurcation of a periodic orbit of α with zero mean index has to be bad.)
Thus, it follows from (5.4) that
ck ´ ck´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ cn ě b0k ´ b0k´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ b0n
as desired. 
Now, arguing by contradiction, assume that the lemma is not true, that is, HC2N`npγ2mjj q “
0 for every j P J . It follows from this hypothesis and (4.5) that HCkpγ2mjj q “ 0 for all
k ą 2N ` n´ 1 and j P J . Thus, we have that
(5.5)
2N`n´1ÿ
k“n
p´1qkck “
ÿ
mě1
qÿ
j“1
2N`n´1ÿ
k“n
p´1qk dimHCkpγmj q “
qÿ
j“1
2mjÿ
m“1
χpγmj q ,
because HCkpγmj q “ 0 for all m ą 2mj , k ď 2N ` n ´ 1, and HC2N`npγ2mjj q “ 0 for every
j P J . Let pj “ mj{pj (observe that pj is an integer because q is a multiple of pj) and note
that
(5.6)
2mjÿ
m“1
χpγmj q “
2pj´1ÿ
l“0
pjÿ
q“1
χpγlpj`qj q “ 2pj
pjÿ
q“1
χpγqj q “ 2pjpjχˆpγjq “ 2mjχˆpγjq.
Since N is a multiple of I, write N “ sI for some s P N. By (5.5), (5.6) and the sublemma,
we have that
(5.7)
2N`n´1ÿ
k“n
p´1qkck “ p´1qn2sχpBq .
On the other hand, by (5.1),
(5.8)
2N`n´1ÿ
k“n
p´1qkb0k “ p´1qn2sχpBq ` p´1qn`1
because the left hand side counts p2sχpBq ´ 1q up to a sign given by p´1qn. Then, by
Proposition 5.3, we get
(5.9) ´ 2sχpBq “ c2N`n´1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ p´1qncn ě b02N`n´1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ p´1qnb0n “ ´2sχpBq ` 1
which is the desired contradiction. 
Remark 5.4. It follows from (4.5) and (3.9) that the periodic orbit γj given by the previous
lemma must be elliptic.
Now, for the sake of clarity, we will split the proof of Theorem 2.2 in the degenerate and
non-degenerate cases.
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5.1. Proof of Assertion A. Arguing by contradiction, assume that P “ tγ1u. For a shorter
notation, we will omit the subscript 1 in γ1, p1, δ1 and m1. Since N is a multiple of I, we
have from (5.1) that
(5.10) HC02N`˚pξq –
$’&’%
Hn`˚pB;Qq , if ´n ă ˚ ă n,
Q , if ˚ “ ´n, n and I ą 2n,
Q‘Q , if ˚ “ ´n, n and I “ 2n.
Lemma 5.5. N0 and q can be chosen so that γ
2m is an SDM.
Proof. We have to prove that N0 and q can be chosen so that ∆pγ2mq P 2Z and
HC∆pγ2mq`npγ2mq ‰ 0.
First, note that (3.10) yields
∆pγq “ p´1qn χˆpγqI
χpBq P Q,
where we are using the hypothesis that χpBq ‰ 0 and the fact that χˆpγq is rational. Choose
q to be a multiple of p, N0 to be a multiple of qχˆpγqI and  in (4.7) sufficiently small as in
Lemma 5.1. We then have the following sequence of implications:
∆pγq “ p´1qn χˆpγqI
χpBq ñ
N
q∆pγq P Nñ δ “ 0 ñ 2m “
2N
∆pγq ñ ∆pγ
2mq “ 2m∆pγq “ 2N .
Finally, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that HC2N`npγ2mq ‰ 0. 
Now, suppose that n “ 1. In this case, B is the sphere and M is S3 or a lens space. In
particular, k0´ “ 3. It follows from dynamical convexity and (4.3) that γk with k ą 2m cannot
contribute to HC02N´1pξq and HC02N`1pξq (observe that, by Proposition 5.3, ci ě b0i for every
i ě n). On the other hand, it follows from (5.2) and dynamical convexity that
µ´CZpγkq ` νpγkq ď µ´CZpγ2m´1q ď 2N ´ 3 , @k ď 2m´ 2.
Thus, only γ2m´1 and γ2m can contribute to HC02N´1pξq and HC02N`1pξq. Moreover, since
µ´CZpγ2m´1q ď 2N ´ 3, γ2m´1 can contribute only to HC02N´1pξq. But if there is such con-
tribution then νpγ2m´1q has to be equal to two which implies, by (4.1), that νpγq “ 2 ùñ
Pγ is the identity ùñ S`p1q “ 1 ùñ µ´CZpγ2m´1q ă 2N ´ 3 (by (4.2)) furnishing a
contradiction. Hence, γ2m has to contribute to both HC02N´1pξq and HC02N`1pξq which is
impossible because the local contact homology of an SDM is concentrated in only one degree.
So suppose from now on that n ě 2. Using (5.10) we have that
HC02N`n´2pξq – H2n´2pB;Qq – H2pB;Qq ‰ 0 ,
because B is symplectic. Hence, some iterate of γ must contribute to HC02N`n´2pξq. The
iterate γ2m cannot contribute toHC02N`n´2pξq because it is an SDM and ∆pγ2mq`n “ 2N`n,
hence it only contributes to HC02N`npξq. Also, we already know that γ2m`1, γ2m`2, . . ., do
not contribute to HC02N`n´2pξq due to (4.3) and (5.3). Regarding lower order iterates, note
that it follows from dynamical convexity and (5.2) that
µ´CZpγkq ` νpγkq ď µ´CZpγ2m´1q ď 2N ´ n , @k ď 2m´ 2
which means that γ2m´2 and all lower order iterates cannot contribute to HC02N`n´2pξq.
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Hence, γ2m´1 has to contribute to HC02N`n´2pξq. For that to be possible, we must have
µ´CZpγ2m´1q ` νpγ2m´1q ě 2N ` n´ 2. By (4.2) and dynamical convexity,
µ´CZpγ2m´1q ď 2N ´ n´ 2S`p1q.
Now, we claim that if n ą 2 then S`p1q ą 0. Indeed, suppose that n ą 2 and denote
by P the linearized Poincare´ map of γ. By the discussion above and (4.1), we have that
νpγ2m´1q “ νpγq “ dim kerpP ´Idq ě 2n´2 ą n since n ą 2. Thus, kerpP ´Idq must contain
a symplectic plane V because, otherwise, we would have that kerpP ´ Idq is isotropic and
dim kerpP ´ Idq ą n, a contradiction. Consequently, we can write P “ P |V ‘P |V ω , where V ω
denotes the symplectic orthogonal to V . But this implies that S`p1q “ S`P |V p1q`S`P |V ω p1q ě
S`P |V p1q “ 1, where the last equality follows from the fact that P |V is the identity.
If n “ 2 and γ is not totally degenerate then we claim that we also have that S`p1q ą 0.
As a matter of fact, if γ is not totally degenerate then the algebraic multiplicity of the eigen-
value one is equal to its geometric multiplicity νpγq “ νpγ2m´1q “ 2 (νpγ2m´1q ě 2 because
µ´CZpγ2m´1q ` νpγ2m´1q ě 2N ` n ´ 2). But this implies that kerpP ´ Idq is symplectic.
Indeed, there is always a symplectic subspace V invariant by P whose complexification is the
generalized eigenspace of the eigenvalue one and, when the algebraic and geometric multiplic-
ities of the eigenvalue one coincide, this subspace is given by kerpP ´ Idq. Arguing as before,
we conclude the claim.
Remark 5.6. There is another proof that S`p1q ą 0 if n ą 2 or if n “ 2 and γ is not totally
degenerate. In fact, Proposition 9.1.11 from [27] implies that
0 ď νpγq ´ S`p1q ď p,
where pp, pq is the Krein type of the eigenvalue one of P (see Definition 1.3.6 in [27]). Arguing
by contradiction, suppose that S`p1q “ 0. By definition, p ď n which implies that 2n´2 ď n.
If n ą 2, the last inequality furnishes a contradiction. If n “ 2, we conclude that p “ 2 but
this implies that γ is totally degenerate because the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue
one is at least 2p.
Now, if S`p1q ą 0 then µ´CZpγ2m´1q ď 2N ´n´2 ùñ νpγ2m´1q “ 2n since µ´CZpγ2m´1q`
νpγ2m´1q ě 2N ` n ´ 2. But if νpγq “ νpγ2m´1q “ 2n then the linearized Poincare´ map of
γ is the identity and consequently S`p1q “ n ùñ µ´CZpγ2m´1q ď 2N ´ 3n, contradicting
the relation µ´CZpγ2m´1q ` νpγ2m´1q ě 2N ` n´ 2 because n ě 2. This finishes the proof of
the first statement of Theorem 2.2 except in the case that n “ 2, γ is totally degenerate and
S`p1q “ 0.
In order to deal with this remaining case, note that if γ is totally degenerate and S`p1q “ 0
then the associated Bott’s index function is constant equal to µ´CZpγq, implying that ∆pγjq “
µ´CZpγjq for every j. Since γ2m is an SDM and γ is totally degenerate, we have that γj is an
SDM for every j. Consequently, γj contributes only to HC0
∆pγjq`2pξq “ HC0µ´CZpγjq`2pξq. But
µ´CZpγjq`2 ą µ´CZpγq ě k0´ for every j and therefore there is no contribution to HC0k0´pξq ‰ 0.
This contradiction finishes the proof of Assertion A in Theorem 2.2.
Remark 5.7. The proof of Assertion A shows that if α contains only one simple periodic orbit
γ such that µ´CZpγq ě n then n “ 2 and γ is an SDM (without assuming dynamical convexity
of α). If M admits a strong symplectic filling pW, ω˜q such that ω˜|pi2pW q “ c1pTW q|pi2pW q “ 0
and pi1pMq is torsion free (which implies that γ cannot be a covering of a non-contractible
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closed orbit) then [11, Theorem 1.2] establishes that the presence of γ implies the existence
of infinitely many closed orbits with contractible projection to B. However, since pi1pMq is
torsion free and ω|pi2pBq ‰ 0, we have that the map pi˚ : pi1pMq Ñ pi1pBq induced by the
projection pi : M Ñ B is injective. Hence, the presence of γ actually implies the existence of
infinitely many geometrically distinct contractible closed orbits. This proves Assertion A in
Theorem 2.23.
5.2. Proof of Assertion B. Assume that α is non-degenerate and that it has finitely many
simple closed orbits. Let P “ tγ1, . . . , γqu be the set of good simple orbits (notice that a
simple periodic orbit can be a multiple of a non-contractible closed orbit). Since γj is non-
degenerate and µCZpγjq ě n, we have that every γj has positive mean index. We will prove
that #P ě dimH˚pB,Qq. Firstly, we will prove the following easy first step towards this.
Proposition 5.8. If every good closed orbit γ satisfies µ´CZpγq ě n then
#P ě dimH˚pB,Qq ´ 2
and if every good closed orbit γ satisfies µ´CZpγq ą n then
#P ě dimH˚pB,Qq .
Proof. Choose N0 to be a multiple of I in the CIJT. Then we have that
2N`n´1ÿ
k“2N´n`1
dimHCkpξq ě dimH˚pB;Qq ´ 2 ,
because this range of degrees in contact homology contains a copy of H1pB;Qq, H2pB;Qq,
. . . , H2n´1pB;Qq. Since only γ2mjj , j P J , can contribute to HC0kpξq when 2N ´ n ` 1 ď
k ď 2N ` n ´ 1, we conclude that #P ě dimH˚pB;Qq ´ 2 (observe here that if a simple
closed orbit is bad then all its iterates are bad and therefore cannot contribute to the contact
homology).
If every contractible closed orbit γ satisfies µ´CZpγq ą n then (4.4) and (4.5) imply that
the range of contact homology degrees k where we can guarantee that only γ
2mj
j , j P J ,
contribute to HC0j pξq is slightly larger: 2N ´ n ď k ď 2N ` n. This range contains a full
copy of H˚pB;Qq, which implies that #P ě dimH˚pB,Qq. 
This proposition implies that we can, and will, assume from now on that k0´ “ n. Moreover,
its proof gives us simple periodic orbits γ1, . . . , γr P P, with r “ dimH˚pB;Qq ´ 2, such that
2N ´ n` 1 ď µCZpγ2mjj q ď 2N ` n´ 1 for all 1 ď j ď r, where N “ sI, for some s P N, and
mj P N, 1 ď j ď r, are given by the CIJT. All these γ2mjj , 1 ď j ď r, contribute to HC0˚pξq,
which implies in particular that all even iterates of these γj ’s are good.
Remark 5.9. Suppose thatHCkpBq “ 0 for every odd k. Then the periodic orbits γ2m11 , . . . , γ2mrr
contribute to HC02N´n`2pξq, HC02N´n`4pξq, . . . ,HC02N`n´2pξq. If n is odd this implies that
the Conley-Zehnder indexes of these orbits are odd. In particular, γ1, . . . , γr cannot be hyper-
bolic because every even iterate of a hyperbolic orbit has even index. If k0´ ą n we actually
get rB simple non-hyperbolic closed orbits.
The next proposition gives us one more periodic orbit.
Proposition 5.10. There exists a simple periodic orbit γr`1 P P such that γ2mr`1r`1 is good
and µCZpγ2mr`1r`1 q “ 2N ` n.
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Proof. Recall that for a non-degenerate periodic orbit γ we have that HC˚pγq “ 0 if ˚ ‰
µCZpγq, while
HCµCZpγqpγq –
#
Q if γ is good
0 otherwise.
The result now follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. 
Remark 5.11. As noticed in Remark 5.4, γr`1 has to be elliptic.
The final periodic orbit needed to finish the proof of Theorem 2.2 is given by the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.12. There exists a simple periodic orbit γ0 P P such that γ0 ‰ γj for all
1 ď j ď r ` 1.
Proof. Since HC0npξq ‰ 0, there exists at least one good periodic orbit with index n. Let us
consider two separate cases.
Case 1. There exists a unique good periodic orbit γ such that µCZpγq “ n.
Let γ0 be the underlying simple closed orbit of γ. By dynamical convexity and (5.3),
µCZpγ0q “ n ùñ γ0 “ γ (observe that γ0 is good because γ is good). Suppose that γ0 “ γp
for some p P t1, . . . , r ` 1u. Then µCZpγjq ą n for all j P t1, . . . , r ` 1uztpu (notice that
γ1, . . . , γr`1 are good), and it follows from our assumptions and the CIJT that these γj ’s
cannot contribute to HC02N´npξq. Since µCZpγ2m00 q “ µCZpγ2mpp q ě 2N ´n` 1, only γm0 with
m ď 2m0 ´ 1 can contribute to HC02N´npξq.
Lemma 5.13.
µCZpγ2m0´20 q ă µCZpγ2m0´10 q .
Proof. Since γ0 is non-degenerate and µCZpγ0q ě n, there are non-negative integers a and b
such that
(5.11) µCZpγm0 q “ ma`
bÿ
i“1
2
Z
mθi
2pi
^
` b ,
where each θi P p0, 2piq is the argument of an eigenvalue of the linearized Poincare´ map of γ0
with absolute value equal to 1; see [27].
If a ą 0 we are done. So suppose that a “ 0. Since µCZpγ20q ą n (note that every even
iterate of γ0 “ γp is good), there exists at least one θi such that θi ě pi and the non-degeneracy
of γ20 implies that, in fact, θi ą pi.
By Remark 4.2, given an arbitrary δ ą 0 the number m0 P N can be chosen such that
min
"
m0θi
pi
´
Z
m0θi
pi
^
, 1´
ˆ
m0θi
pi
´
Z
m0θi
pi
^˙*
ă δ .
We claim that if
δ ă min
"
θi
pi
´ 1, 1´ θi
2pi
*
then there exists c P Z such that
(5.12)
p2m0 ´ 2qθi
2pi
ă c ă p2m0 ´ 1qθi
2pi
,
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which finishes the proof (using (5.11) and θi ą pi). To prove (5.12) note that
θi ą pi ñ m0θi
pi
´ θi
pi
ă
Z
moθi
pi
^
(5.13)
and θi ă 2pi ñ
Z
moθi
pi
^
´ 1 ă m0θi
pi
´ θi
2pi
,(5.14)
while the choice for δ implies that at least one of the following inequalities is true:
(5.15)
m0θi
pi
´
Z
m0θi
pi
^
ă θi
pi
´ 1 or 1´
ˆ
m0θi
pi
´
Z
m0θi
pi
^˙
ă 1´ θi
2pi
.
Combining (5.13) with the second inequality of (5.15), we get
m0θi
pi
´ θi
pi
ă
Z
m0θi
pi
^
ă m0θi
pi
´ θi
2pi
which implies (5.12) with c “
Y
m0θi
pi
]
. Combining (5.14) with the first inequality of (5.15),
we get
m0θi
pi
´ θi
pi
ă
Z
m0θi
pi
^
´ 1 ă m0θi
pi
´ θi
2pi
which implies (5.12) with c “
Y
m0θi
pi
]
´ 1. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Thus, only γ2m0´10 can contribute to HC02N´npξq which would then have dimension at most
one. But by our choice of N and (5.1),
dimHC2N´npξq “ dimH0pB;Qq ‘H2npB;Qq “ 2 ,
which is a contradiction. Hence, in this Case 1 we do have that γ0 ‰ γj for all 1 ď j ď r` 1.
Remark 5.14. Using (4.4) and the fact that µCZpγ2m00 q “ 2N ´ n we infer that epγ0q “ 2n,
that is, γ0 is elliptic.
Case 2. There are at least two distinct good periodic orbits γ and γ1 such that µCZpγq “
µCZpγ1q “ n.
In this case, the fact that dimHC0npξq “ dimH0pB;Qq “ 1 implies that there exists a good
periodic orbit γ˜ such that µCZpγ˜q “ n ` 1. Notice that γ˜ cannot be an iterate of any γj ,
1 ď j ď r ` 1, because the index of all iterates of all these γj have the same parity as n.
Indeed, γ
2mj
j contributes to HC
0˚pξq and HC0kpξq “ 0 for every k with parity different from
n, since we are assuming that HkpB;Qq “ 0 whenever k is odd. Hence, in this Case 2 we can
take γ0 to be the simple periodic orbit underlying γ˜.
Remark 5.15. Suppose that HkpBq “ 0 for every odd k and that n ě 3 is odd. We claim
that the existence of γ˜ implies the existence of a simple non-hyperbolic periodic orbit ψ
different from γ1, . . . , γr`1 (which may coincide with γ0). Indeed, suppose that γ0 is hyperbolic
(otherwise we are done) and let m0 be the number associated to γ0 given by the CIJT applied
to γ0, γ1, . . . , γr`1. Since γ0 is hyperbolic, we have by (4.4) and (4.5) that µCZpγ2m00 q “ 2N .
Moreover, µCZpγ˜q “ µCZpγj0q “ jµCZpγ0q for some j P N. But µCZpγ˜q “ n`1 and µCZpγ0q ě nùñ j “ 1 (note that γ0 is good because γ˜ is good). Thus, µCZpγ0q “ n ` 1 is even ùñ
γ2m00 is good. By our hypotheses, HC
0
2N pξq “ 0 and therefore we must have a simple closed
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orbit ψ such that µCZpψkq “ 2N ` 1 for some k P N. By the CIJT and the fact that n ě 3,
we can assume that k is even and ψ is necessarily distinct from γ1, . . . , γr`1. Thus, ψ is
non-hyperbolic, as claimed.
Remark 5.16. It is easy to see from the proof of Assertion B in Theorem 2.2 that one can
slightly relax the hypothesis of dynamical convexity to prove Assertion B in Theorem 2.23.
As a matter of fact, Propositions 5.8 and 5.10 give us simple periodic orbits γ1, . . . , γr`1 such
that γ2mii is good and γ
2mi
i P t2N ´n`2, 2N ´n`4, . . . , 2N `nu for every i P t1, . . . , r`1u.
Moreover, #P ě dimH˚pB,Qq if every good closed orbit γ satisfies µCZpγq ą n. Therefore,
we can assume that there exists a good simple closed orbit γ¯ such that µCZpγ¯q “ n. If I “ 2n
then Proposition 5.12 gives us a new simple orbit. If I ą 2n then, since HC0npξq “ 0, the
presence of γ¯ implies the existence of a good contractible closed orbit γ such that µCZpγq “
n` 1. Since the indexes of every iterate of γ1, . . . , γr`1 have the same parity of n, γ must be
geometrically distinct from γ1, . . . , γr`1.
Remark 5.17. The proof of Theorem 2.2 can be readily adapted to the case that α is negatively
dynamically convex. In order to check this, the main points are the following. Let tγ1, . . . , γqu
be a set of periodic orbits with negative mean index. Applying the CIJT to the inverse of
the linearized Reeb flow along the periodic orbits and using (3.3) we get natural numbers
N,m1, . . . ,mj such that
µ`CZpγ2mj´1j q “ ´2N ´ µ`CZpγjq ` 2S`j p1q,
µ`CZpγ2mj`1j q “ ´2N ` µ`CZpγjq,
µ`CZpγ2mjj q ď ´2N `
epγjq
2
ď ´2N ` n,
and
µ`CZpγ2mjj q ´ νpγ2mjj q ě ´2N ´
epγjq
2
ě ´2N ´ n,
for every j P t1, . . . , qu, where S`j p1q is the splitting number of the eigenvalue one of the inverse
of the linearized Poincare´ map of γj . Using (3.3) and (5.2) we conclude that if µ
`
CZpγq ď ´n
then
µ`CZpγm`1q ď µ`CZpγmq ´ νpγmq `
epγq
2
´ n
ď µ`CZpγmq ´ νpγmq
for every m P N. Moreover, it follows from (3.4) and (3.9) that the local contact homology
HC˚pγq is supported in the range of degrees rµ`CZpγq ´ νpγq, µ`CZpγqs. Finally, in the proof of
Assertion A we conclude that, instead of an SDM, γ must be an SDMin.

6. Proofs of Theorems 2.17 and 2.18
6.1. Proof of Theorem 2.17. Follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.4.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 2.18. When n “ 1, B “ S2, M is S3 or a lens space and k0´ “ 3.
Then we have from Proposition 5.8 that there are two geometrically distinct contractible
closed orbits γ1, γ2 such that µCZpγ2m11 q “ 2N ´ 1 and µCZpγ2m22 q “ 2N ` 1 which implies
that these orbits are not hyperbolic. Therefore, we can assume that n ě 3. The theorem
then follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 and Remarks 5.9, 5.11, 5.14 and 5.15.
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7. Proof of Theorem 2.21
Since α is perfect, every good periodic orbit of α has index bigger than or equal to k´ ě n.
Moreover, α carries precisely one good periodic orbit with index k´. Indeed, if we have more
than one good periodic orbit with index k´ then we would have that the rank of HCk´pξq – Q
is bigger than one, a contradiction.
Therefore, by the proof of Assertion B in Theorem 2.2, we conclude that α carries at least
rB simple periodic orbits γ1, . . . , γrB such that γ
2m1
1 , . . . , γ
2mrB
rB are good ùñ γ1, . . . , γrB are
even.
We claim that γ1, . . . , γrB are the only simple even periodic orbits of α. As a matter
of fact, suppose that we have another simple even periodic orbit γrB`1. Since γrB`1 is
good and α is non-degenerate, γrB`1 must have positive mean index which enables us to
apply the CIJT to the orbits γ1, . . . , γrB`1. If k´ ą n then the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows
that the periodic orbits γ2m11 , . . . , γ
2mrB
rB generate HC2N´npξq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ HC2N`npξq. Since
2N ´ n ď µCZpγ2mrB`1rB`1 q ď 2N ` n, γrB`1 is even and α is perfect, we would conclude that
the rank of HC2N´npξq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ HC2N`npξq is bigger than rB, a contradiction. So suppose
that k´ “ n and assume, without loss of generality, that γ1 has index equal to k´. By the
proof of Theorem 2.2, the periodic orbits γ2m1´11 , γ
2m1
1 , γ
2m1`1
1 and γ
2m2
2 , . . . , γ
2mrB
rB generate
HC2N´npξq‘¨ ¨ ¨‘HC2N`npξq. Since 2N ´n ď µCZpγ2mrB`1rB`1 q ď 2N `n, γrB`1 is even and α
is perfect, we would conclude that the rank of HC2N´npξq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘HC2N`npξq is bigger than
rB ` 2, getting again a contradiction.
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